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Holocaust Memorial Day at IWM  
 
This year Holocaust Memorial Day (27 January) will see the 70

th
 anniversary of the liberation of the 

extermination camp Auschwitz-Birkenau.  Visitors to IWM London and IWM North can be reminded of the 

wider history of the Nazi persecution programme and its terrible consequences in our exhibitions and through 

our programme of events. 

 

 The Holocaust Exhibition at IWM London 

Free. Recommended for children aged 14 and above 

 

This award-winning exhibition uses film, photographs, testimony and rare artefacts to document the 

history of the Nazi persecution and murder of Jews and other groups before and during the Second World 

War. 

 

Starting with the turbulent political scene in Europe immediately after the First World War, the exhibition 

looks at the rise of the Nazi party and how Europe-wide anti-Semitism made a fertile seedbed for Hitler's 

anti-Jewish beliefs. The exhibition’s upper floor also covers the perversion of science to support Nazi race 

theory, the isolation of German Jews, the refugee crisis and the advent of so-called 'Euthanasia' policies in 

1939.  The visitor then descends onto a lower floor where the Nazi invasion and occupation of Europe 

unfolds and the visitor learns the history of how persecution turned to annihilation through starvation in 

ghettos, mass shootings and the establishment of extermination camps. 

 

Over 600 items, including photographs, documents, newspapers, artefacts, posters and sections of 

archival film, trace the history of this terrible event. Toys, diaries, and storybooks and hand-made 

mementos reveal people’s efforts to survive. Photograph albums and contemporary newspapers speak of 

news of the persecutions arriving in Britain.  Among the many items given to the IWM by survivors is the 

red political prisoner’s badge which saved Freddie Knoller’s life.  Knoller took the badge from the 

uniform of a dead French prisoner and used it to cover up his own yellow star, a move which gave him a 

new hidden identity taking him from a death march in 1945 to a period of slave labour in the notorious 

Dora camp which he survived.  

 

 A 13 metre long model depicts the arrival of a deportation train from Hungary at Auschwitz-Birkenau in 

1944, while testimonies from 18 survivors bring a moving and haunting perspective. 

 

 Keeping The Memory Alive at IWM North 

Free. No booking required 

 

Forming part of Holocaust Memorial Day’s Keeping the Memory Alive campaign on Sunday 25 January 

(2.15pm) the acclaimed music ensemble, The Burning Bush, led by BBC Radio 3 presenter and 

musician Lucie Skeaping will take over the Main Exhibition Space at IWM North to perform 

traditional music and song from diverse Jewish cultures. 

 

From 19 – 31 January visitors can join the storytelling sessions and A Closer Look tours at IWM North 

to discover the stories behind the objects display, such as that of Sam Pivnik. Pivnik’s experiences at 

Auschwitz-Birkenau are shared in his own words in IWM North’s displays through audio recordings, 

alongside the belt he wore in the camp. During January families can help to keep the memory alive by 

taking part in the free craft activity, decorating fabric squares to add to a patchwork memories quilt.  

 

 



 Introduction to the Holocaust 

Free. 24 – 25 January*. 11.30am – 12.30pm; 2.30pm – 3.30pm  

This discussion and replica object handling session (suitable for ages 11 and above) is a useful starting 

point for families who wish to learn about the Holocaust.   

Later this spring, IWM will also be marking the 70
th

 anniversary of the discovery and liberation of Bergen-

Belsen concentration camp (15 April 1945) with a series of events and the launch of new digital learning 

resources for schools.  

 

Find out more about the IWM’s work in documenting Nazi persecution and its consequences and hear first-

hand accounts from survivors online at www.iwm.org.uk/history/the-holocaust. 

– Ends – 

 

For more information or images please contact:  

 

 IWM London 

Bryony Phillips on bphillips@iwm.org.uk / 020 7416 5316 

 IWM North 

Alex Knight on aknight@iwm.org.uk  / 0161 836 4040   

Lorna McBride on lmcbride@iwm.org.uk / 0161 836 4046  

 

Notes to Editors: 

 

*Booking ‘Introduction to Holocaust’ exhibition is not required but places are limited to 30. 

Images 

Images can be downloaded from our online image library, in the IWM London folder at  

 https://press.iwm.org.uk/ 

 Username: Holocaust 

 Password: IWM/press 

 

Film 

Selected clips from IWM’s film archive of the liberation of Auschwitz are available to press. If you are interested 

then please contact Bryony Phillips on bphillips@iwm.org.uk or call 020 7416 5316 

 

Audio 

 Hear extracts of stories from survivors of Nazi persecution on the IWM website, including that of Toby 

Biber, aged 14 at the start of the war, who survived the Krakow ghetto and Bergen-Belsen. 

 Selected oral history clips and interviews available on request from press office. Contact Bryony 

Phillips on bphillips@iwm.org.uk or call 020 7416 5316 

 

Opening Times and Admissions: 

 IWM London:  Open daily 10am – 6pm. Free admission 

 IWM North:     Open daily  10am – 5pm. Free admission  

 

IWM  

IWM (Imperial War Museums) tells the story of people who have lived, fought and died in conflicts involving 

Britain and the Commonwealth since the First World War. 

 

Our unique Collections, made up of the everyday and the exceptional, reveal stories of people, places, ideas 

and events. Using these, we tell vivid personal stories and create powerful physical experiences across our five 

museums that reflect the realities of war as both a destructive and creative force. We challenge people to look 

at conflict from different perspectives, enriching their understanding of the causes, course and consequences 

of war and its impact on people’s lives. 
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IWM’s five branches which attract over 2 million visitors each year are IWM London, IWM’s flagship branch that 

recently transformed with new, permanent and free First World War Galleries alongside new displays across 

the iconic Atrium to mark the Centenary of the First World War; IWM North, housed in an iconic award-winning 

building designed by Daniel Libeskind; IWM Duxford, a world renowned aviation museum and Britain's best 

preserved wartime airfield; Churchill War Rooms, housed in Churchill’s secret headquarters below Whitehall; 

and the Second World War cruiser HMS Belfast.  

 

First World War Centenary 

2014 - 2018 marks the centenary of the First World War, a landmark anniversary for Britain and 

the world. IWM will mark the centenary by leading a vibrant, four year programme of cultural 

activities across the country, which included the opening of brand new First World War Galleries 

at IWM London in 2014. www.1914.org 

 

 

http://www.1914.org/

